
RUSU SPECIAL 
GENERAL MEETING:
TUESDAY 7 SEPTEMBER 2021, 5:30PM

How to Vote at the RUSU Incorporation SGM
Register NOW to attend and vote at the RUSU Incorporation 
SGM: bit.ly/RUSU_SGM

Vote to Support RUSU
To vote to support RUSU’s plan to incorporate and to create a new 
Disabilities & Carer’s Officer, RUSU encourages you to vote as follows:

  Vote YES to Motion 1.

  Vote YES to Motion 2.

  Vote NO to Motion 3.

 Vote YES to Motion 1
This is the motion that Consumer Affairs Victoria needs to enable RUSU to legally 
become and incorporated association. RUSU needs 50% plus 1 of the students at the 
SGM to vote YES. 
It is not enough to just attend the SGM. When Motion 1 is put to a vote, click YES on 
the voting poll in Zoom.

 Vote YES to Motion 2
This is the motion that formally approves the proposed RUSU Incorporated 
Constitution. The constitution RUSU is proposing was drafted with expert legal 
advice, and meets all legal requirements.
The new constitution also includes the new RUSU Disabilities & Carers position, 
which RUSU campaigned for, and which RMIT University has agreed to fund (see the 
video on our Facebook page for further information).
When Motion 2 is put to a vote, click YES on the voting poll in Zoom.

 Vote NO to Motion 3
When Motion 3A and Motion 3B are put to a vote, click NO on the voting poll in Zoom.

Why doesn’t RUSU support Motion 3?
Motion 3 includes 2 proposals to add extra clauses to the RUSU Constitution. RUSU 
does NOT support these ‘add-ons’.
The student leadership at RUSU has worked very hard and given alot of consideration 
to writing a constitution that works for RMIT students and which meets all of the legal 
requirements of the Incorporation Act.

http://bit.ly/RUSU_SGM
https://www.facebook.com/RUSUpage/posts/4716433925057810


 Vote NO to Motion 3A – Creation of a Social Justice 
 Officer for RUSU 
A Social Justice Officer sounds nice, right? It might seem strange that a progressive 
organisation like RUSU doesn’t support this proposal. If you look a little deeper 
though it become clear why it is not supported.
It is literally the job of RUSU to stand up for Social Justice. It underpins everything 
RUSU does.  It is the responsibility of ALL our RUSU elected student representatives 
to work for social justice, ALWAYS.
RUSU’s structure is based on students being elected to represent certain cohorts 
of students who they are a part of. These include: International Student Officer, 
Postgraduate Officer, VE Officer, Women’s Officer, Queer Officers, Indigenous officer, 
and the Disabilities and Carer’s Officer (starting in 2022). 
These elected representatives, understand the needs of the students they represent 
well. They DO NOT need an overarching Social Justice Officer running campaigns on 
their behalf, or telling them what to do.
Queer campaigns and events should be decided on by Queer identfying students. 
Indigenous campaigns and events should be decided by Indigenous students. 
The Social Justice Officer position has not been funded by RMIT. RUSU does not 
support a Social Justice Officer. When Motion 3A is put to a vote, click NO on the 
voting poll in Zoom.

 Vote NO to Motion 3B – Increasing Democracy at RUSU
Don’t be fooled by the title of this motion. This motion is more about playing politics 
than about increased democracy. RUSU is already very democratic, transparent and 
accountable. To break it down a little further...

Notice of SUC Meetings:
The RUSU Constitution already includes most of what this motion is asking for.

RUSU Constitution Alternate Motion 3B

Posted on notice boards

On RUSU Website

Email to SUC Members

Email to all members

The ONLY difference between the proposals is that Motion 3B requires RUSU to email 
ALL members when we plan to meet.
RUSU values our space on your ‘inbox’. Emailing ALL financial members (5,000+) or 
ALL students (70,000+) when we are meeting is not practical. On the few occasions 
per year that RMIT allows us to email all 70,000+ RMIT students, we have far more 
relevant and exciting things to share with you that a meeting date!

Student Attendance at SUC Meetings:
Attendance: 
RUSU’s proposed constitution already allows ALL students to attend SUC meetings. 
This is more inclusive that the alternate motion 3B proposed.
In practice, all we ask is that students give us 24 hours notice that they want to 
attend, so that we can plan accordingly (which, with covid capacity limits on venues 
is a reality moving forward). Anyone who has run an event or party knows how 
helpful an RSVP is.

https://www.rusu.rmit.edu.au/files/Resources/Documents/RUSU_Accountability_Poster.pdf
https://www.rusu.rmit.edu.au/files/Resources/Documents/RUSU_Accountability_Poster.pdf


Speaking Rights: 
In RUSU’s proposed constitution, the Chair of the SUC meeting can give students 
speaking rights, and usually this is allowed. 
Unlike some other student unions, RUSU is 100% student controlled, so the SUC has 
to approve all of the events, funding proposals and services. If we can’t meet and vote 
then things like free lunches and healthy breakfasts can’t be approved and delivered. 
The SUC is actually a Board, with the legal and financial responsibilities that involves. 
The SUC needs to be functional, and the Chair needs to be able balance the need to 
move through the agenda items with moderating political debates and speaking lists.
Motion 3B is basically a ‘free for all’, where anyone can turn up without notice and 
put motions and proposals to the meetings on the spot and speak to the meeting. 
That makes for uninformed and irresponsible decision making ‘on the run’. 
At some universities these ‘free for all’ arrangments have been an invitation for 
groups or ‘stacks’ to disrupt meetings, with people making the same point over 
and over and preventing the meetings from making decisions. At RUSU, our focus 
is on RMIT students and making sure your representatives can meet in a safe and 
functional environment, so that they are able to do what they were elected to do! 
And remember, you can attend an SUC meeting at any time – please just give us 24 
hours notice.

 Vote NO to Motion 3
When Motion 3A and Motion 3B are put to a vote, click NO on the voting poll in Zoom.

For further information visit: 
www.rusu.rmit.edu.au/constitution

https://www.rusu.rmit.edu.au/constitution



